Resolving whole mitoribosomes
Mitochondria probably evolved from a prokaryotic cell living within a proto-eukaryotic cell. Consequently, mitochondria have lost much of their genomic DNA, except for a few genes that require highly divergent mitoribosomes for protein translation. Greber et al. 
IMMUNOGENETICS

Of mice and men
S
pecies undergo different selective forces, and those that drive immunity are of special interest because they may affect studies of human health. Webb et al. investigated the differences between human and mouse for 456 protein-coding gene families involved in innate immunity. Of these, 2 genes in humans and 35 genes in mice exhibited signatures of positive selection. Examining the evolutionary distance between mice and humans, they further identified many genes likely to be under positive selection in the primate and murid lineages. These changes, for the most part, appear to have been fixed within humans and mice, respectively, demonstrating the different evolutionary trajectories that immune genes have taken during evolution. -LMZ Mol. Biol. Evol. 10.1093 /molbev/msv051 (2015 .
Selection has shaped immune responses differently in humans and mice semester, which is then dictated by the expertise and interest of the researchers. The research trajectory continues as the second-semester experiments from one year become the control experiments for the next year. This allows the research project to continually evolve according to student decisions, making it a research project that truly belongs to students. -MM J. Chem. Educ. 10.1021 / ed500793q (2015 . 
CELL BIOLOGY
Keeping the cell nucleus pumped up
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waves that lead to melting. Fletcher et al. monitored the properties of a thin sample of aluminum as it transformed from a solid into warm dense matter, its density more than doubling in the process. Using x-ray scattering and comparing their results to model calculations, they found that short-range repulsive interactions between ions played a major role in the transition. -JS Nat. Photon. 10.1038 Photon. 10. / nphoton.2015 Photon. 10. .41 (2015 .
EDUCATION
Out with tradition and in with inquiry
Replacing traditional chemistry labs with inquiry-based laboratories that mimic a research project is no easy feat. Hartings et al. describe the creation and assessment of two, twosemester-long, student-driven, faculty-assisted laboratory curricula. What makes this approach unique is that the students control the research direction. Research done in the first semester is considered to be a control experiment forming the basis for the second SPECIATION Not a panacea E merging genetic technologies, such as single-nucleotide anonymous markers (SNPs), have provided incredible insight about speciation. Mason and Taylor used hundreds of thousands of SNPs in conjunction with gene expression and niche modeling to define patterns of speciation in the Holarctic redpoll species flock, which consists of three morphologically distinct species in the genus Acanthis. Despite the large number of loci, they found almost no genetic divergence among the three species, although they did reveal differences in gene expression and slight differences in niche use. They suggest that speciation in this group may be on-going, perhaps driven by small ecological shifts, and argue that even high-powered genetic techniques may not be able to uncover a species' whole story. -SNV Mol. Ecol. 10.1111 /mec.13140 (2015 .
nucleation step in the aggregation pathway. -VV Nat. Struct. Mol. Biol. 10.1038 / nsmb.2971 (2015 .
PHYSICS
Shocking aluminum into a warm dense state
In some extreme environments (such as the interior of Saturn, for example), matter is a dense soup of strongly interacting particles: "warm dense matter" by name. Scientists can create this regime in the laboratory by hitting a material with powerful laser beams, causing shock Simulation of warm dense matter topology
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SPECIATION
Not a panacea
merging genetic technologies, such as single-nucleotide anonymous markers (SNPs), have provided incredible insight about speciation. Mason and Taylor used hundreds of thousands of SNPs in conjunction with gene expression and niche modeling to define patterns of speciation in the Holarctic redpoll species flock, which consists of three morphologically distinct species in the genus Acanthis. Despite the large number of loci, they found almost no genetic divergence among the three species, although they did reveal differences in gene expression and slight differences in niche use. They suggest that speciation in this group may be on-going, perhaps driven by small ecological shifts, and argue that even high-powered genetic techniques may not be able to uncover a species' whole story. -SNV
